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The Geomancy Group - Lughnasadh Gathering
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'The Extended Mind: Recent Experimental
Experience'
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Other Upcoming Events of Interest

octave of colours and sacred geometric shapes. The recent talks have been about
magenta and the sphere, new orange and the ellipse, new yellow and the oval,
symbolic of moving from the known to the unknown - the egg from which the new
potential comes. These expanded colours are into the infra vibration that goes below
infrared to a slower vibrating note. At present these lower and higher vibrational
notes of colour and sound are not picked up by our normal organs of perception, but
as we expand ourselves our organs of perception will change and become receptive
to the colours and sounds. "

BSO Short Course
25,26,27 June
Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester
Tutor:
Alan Neal
Topic:
Archaeology
Contact BSD Office, Malvern for details

RuthWhitehaswrittenseveralbooksandhasa websitewww.ruthwhite-gildas.co.uk
Thereare alsoGildasandRuthWhiteteachingdaysin LondononeSundaya month
- detailsfromRuth'swebsiteor herphone01273-584060.

Health & Healing SIG
27 June
Feltham People's Centre, W london
Theme
Day on Health and Healing
Contact Sue Barnet (01458-831 970) for details

Maryroseis veryhappyto offerovernightstayingfor anyonewishingto comefroma
distance. Pleasecontactherforfurtherinformation.
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Given this definition of movement from less complex to
more complex, from lower to higher and better, on the
metaphysical level, evolution should ultimately lead to
Perfection (God/dess is Good).

Summer Solstice 2004
Welcome friends,
Solstice Greetings to you all. We trust that we find you well and
happy.

In the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Century, Science
(through
Copernicus
and
Galileo)
found
the
philosophical
underpinnings
of the Church to be
inadequate, and that they constrained their new vision
of the "reality" of our solar system.

It was wonderful to see so many of you at Trecastle at Beltane. As
everyone who was there agreed, it was one of our best weekends to
date. We were keenly aware of how close we have grown as a group
and the importance that the circle, and the individuals in it, have in
each of our lives.
We were thrilled to have Ivan back with us, for one of his final
engagements before disappearing off to the Americas and Australia
for the next 18 months. We look forward to welcoming him back upon
his return to these Isles.

It is ironic that now the opposite is taking place. We
can see this in through the study of the Earth Mysteries.
In the nineteen-seventies and early eighties, the study
of the Earth Mysteries in England was vibrant and full of
potential. Then, some researchers of these mysteries
began to feel that in order to get the material they were
uncovering accepted by the scientific establishment
(the definers of "truth" in this age), more strict scientific
methodology had to be applied.

Another wonderful aspect of the weekend was finding a new
playmate - Shaun Kirwan. Shaun came along for the weekend as
Patrick's Guest and fitted in straightaway (think Oli mode). Having
passed the supremely difficult test of cooking for the Group (with
Ros), and successfully catering for everyone's needs and tastes, he
was welcomed with great joy to our Probationary Programme. (Who
said that the way to our hearts is through our stomachs???)
Unfortunately Shaun will not be available to attend the Lughnasadh
Gathering but we trust that he may be able to join us for Sarnhain in
Scotland.

One result of this kind of thinking was that things that
those of us who worked with these mysteries in the
sixties and seventies had taken for granted were now
vituperatively rejected. For example, Alexander Thom's
sacred geometry of stone rings and much of the work
with Archaeo-astronomy
was discredited
by the
establishment.

The Trecastle venue proved to be such a success that we plan on
returning there for the Lughnasadh weekend (23-25 July). Could
anyone who wishes to attend but who has not yet notified us of this,
please contact me immediately.
As many of you will have recognised, we have departed considerably
from our old event format this year. The Lughnasadh Gathering is
another step further in this development as we decided at Beltane
that it would be facilitated in-Group, rather than by engaging a Guest
Speaker. To date, however, there has been a notable lack of
volunteers to host a session...

Prominent researchers in the field of Watkinsian Leys
recanted, as did eminent dowsers who found that
others could not replicate their results. Their findings
were cast aside because they didn't meet the rigid
standards of twentieth century scientific methodology.
The possibility that our prehistoriC foremothers and
fathers didn't work to the same degree of scientific
accuracy that twentieth century man can achieve today
did not factor in to these conclusions.
They were
expected to be as accurate as we can be today, or they
weren't "real."

While Grahame and I are aware that we could pull something
together ourselves, this is perhaps missing the point somewhat.
Some of the key factors here are a) that we would hope that this
would provide the opportunity for more people to actively contribute to
the Group, b) that everyone has something meaningful to offer and
that there is a vast, still untapped, skill-pool within the Group from
which we should all like to benefit and c) that it is important that the
Spirit is allowed to rise freely where and how it will, rather than in a
forced way.

The corollary of this result is that the spiritual potential
that can come from studying these mysteries has been
stifled as well. We now find ourselves in the mirror
opposite of where Science found itself in the Fifteenth
and Sixteenth Century.

The theme for the weekend will be "Fire". As those who attended
Beltane will know, the site offers many opportunities for outdoor work.
If you feel drawn to engage in this particular dance, please contact
me.
Love and blessings,
Maria xxx

Now
Scientific
Methodology
constrains
the
development of spiritual potential in these mysteries.
Through the rigid application of the scientific method,
our consciousness
is now devolving, and keeping
numbers of people from the spiritual growth that so
many are seeking on our planet today. This is but one
example of the Devolution of Consciousness.

"The Devolution of Consciousness"
(Extract from a forthcoming book)
by

Sig Lonegren
Devolution
The Webster's Dictionary definition of the verb "to
evolve" is "Etymology: Latin evolvere to unroll, from e- +
volvere to roll. To produce by natural evolutionary
processes. "

A Sample Consultation by Team
Geomancy
by

Sarah Birrell and Branwen Edwards

And
evolution - "a process of continuous change from a
lower, simpler, or worse to a higher, more complex, or
better state"
•

The phone rang. It was Sarah. "Brannie, are you free
on Saturday zi" - we've got another job". So started a
typical consultation, this one being in Norfolk, a referral
via a previous Client.
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Approaching the house, the geopathic stress was
immediately apparent. There was an enormous bees
nest on the corner of the oldest wing, which had its
origins in the Medieval Ages and stinging nettles
everywhere. The dark feel seemed to cool the strong
summer sun and we involuntarily looked at each other
and said: "Ah".

Geomancy Group News
Personal news:

We're sure that you will all join with us in congratulating
Oli on becoming a father to a little boy, named Leo, on
Monday, 12 April. Here's a picture of the newest Geo
Group baby, with an introduction by Oliver.

Inside the house, the atmosphere wasn't much warmer
- it was apparent that the Client had invited us after
having been press ganged by his girl friend. Over a
cup of coffee we asked him about his life and how long
he had lived there, etc. At this point he did admit that
his life had collapsed since he had moved into his
house. He had bought the house for his wife with a
view to doing it up to its previous Stately Home
splendour but she had left - for no apparent reason.
This previous happy relationship had just disintegrated
and he was obviously still confused because he told us
how he had tried to make every birthday, anniversary
etc. a really special occasion.

'Here is little Leo,
who was born on
Easter Monday,
having obligingly
waited for me to
return from a
seminar
in
Vienna.
His
mummy
Fiona
triumphed with a
5hr labour, once
in hospital, in a
water bath and
no
epidural.
When
the
moment arrived
she was happy
for me to be
there to help it all
unfold, which all
felt very natural
thankfully.
I
didn't know if I had been in denial for 9 months and was
heading for a dramatic reality check.

His teenage son was finding it very difficult to study for
his GCSEs and was convinced the house was haunted.
We subsequently found a lot of activity in his room.
Following the collapse of his marriage, the Client had
decided to rent the house on a 'Holiday Let' basis. This
was proving to be very unsuccessful as well as his
problems with the builders and decorators who were
not bothering to turn up.
His job was also
unsatisfactory and, being a high flier, he was becoming
increasing unhappy with his position. His current
girlfriend refused to sleep in the house.
OUR FINDINGS

He is so cute, nature is amazing like that! They say it is
nature's trick to get the dad on side by appealing to his
vanity by way of making the newborn look like him. I
feel this real hard-wired morphic bond, which also feels
all voodoo when they stick needles in him or when he is
distressed.

The local church used to belong to the Estate and we
found plague pits on the inside borders of the Client's
property.
Several trapped spirits, including animals but mostly
servants and a lot of geopathic stress. An enormous
amount of emotional pain and sadness from the pastincluding the house itself, which had fallen into ruin and
abuse by previous occupants. We could feel the
house's distress rather like a grand old lady who had
fallen on hard times.

However the circumstances may unfold (ex-girlfriend, to
clarify the relationship) I do thankfully feel protective
and responsible towards him. This means I don't
begrudge the change in lifestyle, but it will come with
the cross of missing him in the days between visits.
He is now living with his mummy and grandparents
near Henley, in beautiful Chiltern countryside, where
the sky floats on red Kites, until at least September. I
visit on a Friday night to relieve Fiona of the night shift
while the particularly relentless bit is going on, good
bonding time while the world sleeps and the birds
refuse to, followed by Saturday hanging out with a little
pink person ...

RESOLUTION

The changes were immediate. At 8.00 a.m. on Monday
morning all the painters and decorators turned up. On
Monday afternoon, the bee man turned up to remove
the nest and enquired as to the whereabouts of the
bees that he was supposed to move. On Tuesday
morning, the Lettings Company telephoned to say that
they had now had three months of bookings. This has
escalated into the house being let every single week of
the year.

Time also takes on such a new meaning, this person
will be around for-my-ever, and grows so slowly (and
quickly), compared to the speed that the world and my
world is changing at. There must be hope through the
apocalypse.

A month later he was head hunted for two mega jobs
both of which he has now taken! Finally he is now
living with his original girlfriend (in the newly converted
stable block) with a view to marriage.

Oh, and there is this amazing feeling of understanding
God's love for his children, humanity, analogous in
man's love for his child. I could never imagine it before,
but now I see how we should all relate.'

.-~----j~~-----~~.
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times over the weekend said to me, they'd come back
there... Way, way, before the weekend was over...

Recent Geomancy Group Events

So thanks again to Ros for finding a really good gang
hut!

Beltane Gathering,

I also think that as a group (including those not actually
there), we planted some strong roots over the Beltane
weekend, in more ways than one. Well...you know
what we're like when we get together, eh?

The Bunkhouse, Trecastle
22, 23, 24, 25 April 2004
by
Barry Hoon

I remember a stroll late on Thursday night with Patrick
and Ivan and the loons, you know - just to check out the
boundaries, kinda stroll. It was pitch dark; really clear
inky black sky with all the heavens on view. Fantastic!
Good to meet up again, guys...

Guest Speaker: Ivan McBeth
Members present: Maria, Maryrose, Barry, Grahame, Patrick, Ros, Sara,
Sally, Susie, Sig, Karin, Jon Appleton and Shaun Kirwan.
A Hoon's Eye View!

The sleeping accommodation was comfortable and the
only accommodation gripes I heard all weekend were
about the pyro-manic toaster, the snoring from the
guys' side (thanks to Grum, Jon & Patrick).... oh, and
yes, I will take up the offer to sleep with the ladies next
time (thanks guys). And, maybe Sally said she was hot
downstairs ... nae problem really. And, if that was all we
could moan about, then I'm all for going back there.
Even the cold water showers on Saturday (temporary
plumbing problem) didn't really upset anyone as far as I
remember, and the hot shower after yomping across
the bogs with Ivan on Friday, was so good I can still
remember what it felt like... Truly magical!

Thank you all for the best Geomancy Group weekend
I've been to so far... Sorry not to see some of you
though... Hi, Brannie and Sarah and Ollie and John.
And when is Gordon coming back to play with us? You
guys missed a really outstanding weekend!
Great Big, thank you to all those involved with
manifesting it... Well done, chap'esses and chaps!
Thanks also, to Ivan, for sharing some neat tricks, and
doing so much to screw us into the landscape while we
were there. It did it for me!! Good to have Patrick there
too, especially good to have the birthday boy, in "off
duty" mode.

For those who weren't there.... The bunkhouse is a
fairly new solid grey stone detached barn type building
with a nice (we're talking dishwasher here) kitchen on
the ground floor... Big enough to take the breakfast
flock (at breakfast) and small enough to not to hog all
the space available. It left enough space for grazing at
a long table, with enough space to circle with just a
slight overspill. A little re-organising could fix that
though (next time). It's clean light and airy, with big
windows, yet still felt very private.... (have a look at
www.bunkhousewales.co.uk)

From me, Barry... Thanks girls, for sharing those wise
women things... I feel very privileged to float in and out
amongst you, sharing things that guys just don't get to
Gnow... XXX (It really helped, ta.) Sorry guys, you
would understand...
As you can guess it got very relaxed at times...
THURSDAY

Anyway... It all started for me on Thursday Night. Grum
and me arrived in Trecastle at exactly 17.55 (GPS) and
both bursting for a pee, headed straight to the
nearest pub, which just happened to be where we were
supposed to be. The Castle Coaching Inn. Hung
around
there
expectantly
till
18.40'ish, (no
GPS+Guinness... slipping rapidly into GG time (the
twilight zone time)) when in explodes the tribe... Sig &
Karin, Susie, Maria, Sally, Maryrose, Sara P and
Patrick, Shaun Kirwan, Ros and Ivan, all for a meal
(pre-booked for 9 but being the Geomancy Group, 13
turned up (now slipping even quicker into GG chaos
time + more Guinness... ha-ha!! ;-:)

14 (12 of whom stayed at the Bunkhouse) was a good
size for the weekend, but we could get more in without
it getting crowded. Have I said it was a good place to go
back to?
Even the lepers were quite at home, all in all. Perched
on the wall in the car park. They took up semiresidence out there, for the rest of the weekend. They
could be found ahd rounded up without much fuss...
FRIDAY

So it all started Friday morning after breakfast with the
opening circle and quick talking stick round inside, a
break then outside in the sunshine for a look at
the astro chart for the weekend prepared by Ros. The
signs looked good and pointed to a relaxing time.
Maybe too relaxed, we were warned. Sounded good to
me!

Don't know what the meal was like 'cos me, Ros and
Shaun went outside for our first leper meeting (smoke).
I had a wonderful touch base kinda conversationreunion with Ros (thank you, Ros) and met Shaun for
the first time. Nice guy, happy to have him on board
the, dare I say it, gently expanding leper dropouts' (not
offs') smoking club.

The first magical journey of the weekend had begun....
and boy was it a cracker of a day. Truly Magical... read
on...

Anyway, after dinner, time to circle up and catch up with
what everyone had been up to since Imbolc. The now
sizably swollen tribe teleported back to the bankhouse
somehow - a very nice place to be for a weekend, with
your mates, I must say...A lot of people, at different

First place we were to visit that day was Carreg
Cennon Castle.
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As usual for me, I was taken on a mystery trip, this
time through the back lanes of Wales - I wasn't knowing
or really caring where I was going. - Beautiful
countryside to be driven through. Mountains and
valleys, and rolling hills... very contoured, nice graphics,
never the same thing twice! ... Stopped off en route in a
small town somewhere for the necessities of life - you
know, Gaviscon and a pasty... and after another 3/4
hour in Grum's car I was really glad to get there.
Shaken but not too stirred.

A lot of the external walls of the castle are still intact
and I wasn't prepared for it inside... Very still, quiet and
peaceful, but bright sunny and warm... The thing that
got me was walking up to an open window and feeling
the rush of air coming through, then looking down 700
feet to the bottom of the valley floor... Woof! It was right
on the edge of a cliff... What a place.
I could really feel what it must have been like when it
was in business... Great... I half expected to turn a
corner and catch a knight getting on his horse... A
timeless place full of atmosphere, but not dark in
anyway. I think I had tuned in to a good station that
day...

What a place. From the car park, looking up at the
castle, it looked like the perfect place to build if there
ever was one. Stunning. Perched high on a hilltop with
fantastic views down the valleys all around. It was fairly
bright and the silhouette was crisp. What a place to
hang out if you were the local prince charming... Real
Monty
Pythonllvanhoe. Oozing
atmosphere
but
peaceful all the same. I couldn't wait to get up there.

Going through an opening in one corner of the
structure, the side nearest the cliff, alarm bells began to
ring when my internal navigation system kicked in. I
went down a couple of oversized steps and turned right
then left... Suddenly I was in a passage leading straight
down at a fairly steep incline... Every couple of yards
there was a window opening and I suddenly could see
the tunnel from the outside and from the inside... We
were going down a passage that was right on the edge
of the cliff face... stunning piece of building work! A
fitting way to enter into the underworld or the Goddess.

Get this... I'm walking up from the car park to this
normal farm type building, turn the corner and the first
thing I see is a Peacock in full flow trying to impress
some giant chickens... No kidding! Bang ... Now I know
when I've gone through a gate into another dimension
and that was the gate... I was loving it! - Trippy or
what?

At the end of the passage and down some more nonstandard, EU-unapproved steps and we were in to a
cave proper! A long descending passage into the rock
(see front cover picture of Sally and Ivan). Pitch black...
We slid our way down and down... till it opened up into
a small chamber... The only sound was a trickling
spring ... Fantastic!

Nothing was normal anymore. The hens were the size
of dogs and they were funky. They were bright, golden
colour, and big, really big...the size of a dog, honest.
One of the buildings had been turned into part cafe,
part Aladdin's cave full of rustic tat!
So after paying the entry fee and extracting myself from
the scrum inside the cafe, I set off up the hill. Once I got
going though, I suddenly remembered all those great
ideas to do more exercise. I was really beginning to
struggle; it was much steeper than I thought.... No pain,
no gain though! And somehow I made it to the top and
it was well worth it. The views were spectacular... Gosh.

In the end there were 12 people standing in the dark ...
Jon Appleton hadn't arrived yet... We Om'd for bit,
which was great ... then silence.... In such a small
space - womb-like darkness...! Couldn't feel the person
next to me (Grum - and I can usually feel him from
hundreds of miles away) but there was nothing there....
I was alone, just me and the sound of the water.... I
opened my eyes at some point and I swear that I could
see a fuzzy light, It wasn't static, it shimmered and had
movement... it rippled along snake-like... Neat stuff ...
Anti-Light! The funny thing is I've seen it again since the
weekend ... Something happened down there, and I
haven't quite clocked what it was yet... I'm on the case
though, and you'll be the first people to hear if anything
comes from it... Keep your eyes peeled; it's all around if
only we could see it.

I could see for miles in every direction. The mountains
all around, the long views up the valleys. A brilliant
place to build your family pile!
The weather was good too, just a little breeze, but
bright and sunny. I bet it would be very different in
howling gale, but not that day...
But there was more...

Time for taking the water from the spring... some more
toning and back to the surface.... Where we met Jon
Appleton ... He arrived thinking it all started on Friday...
It was good to see him.
Mixed emotions at the surface... I felt very queasy
initially... then it passed, as quickly as it had come...
That was strange for me. I usually suffer for a wee while
after being in close contact with woo-woo ... Gradually
we all got our act together for a group piccy
and a slow walk back down to the cafe for lunch...
Lunch was not straightforward... Too many people in
the queue and not enough in the kitchen... I spent the
entire lunchtime outside the cafe watching the peacock
trying to impress himself with his own reflection in the
glass of the cafe door. The chickens were still the size

Grum talked about the cave under the castle on the
way over... I knew nothing about the place and it
sounded interesting. I was really keen to get inside.
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The Red Kites - soaring and plummeting out of the sky,
chasing crows, getting something to eat, dropping it,
chasing crows again... It was great to see.... just great.
You'll see some photos and movies at this web site if
you want more of what happened.
http://www.gigrin.co.uklredkitefeeding.html
Back in the car and eventually out on to the moorland
below the black Mountain...
On the way there, the symbolism we encountered was
just staggering... A real labyrinthine journey - Does
anybody remember passing that little church with the
big funeral?

~i.

It was Friday afternoon, after all. And someone well
thought of was being sent on his or her way. There
were hundreds of cars parked up each side of all the
lanes for 1/4 mile either side of that church. For me it
was the end of the old me after being reborn from the
womb of the Goddess. Fantastic!

'"'""
of dogs, but the variety had expanded with the additi~
of a. very funky grey chicken with really neat wing
markings... They looked like fish scales.
Leaving wasn't straightforward either - the Universe
stirred us a bit... Imagine a convoy of 5 or 6 cars
leaving the car park - they turn left -- drive a couple of
hundred yards then stop. The lead car does a 3 point
turn, so all the rest do the same and we drive off again,
... straight back to the car park, ... much to the
bemusement of the people there... All do an about turn
and then repeat the process again... You definitely
know when you're in the twilight zone on a Geomancy
Group weekend; it's normal, ..

After another 20 mins driving, a guy with a yellow vest
and a radio stopped the convoy in its tracks... We were
out in the sticks, far from anywhere and we had just
landed on a film shoot... for King Arthur! Honest...
They were shooting some extra scenes for the movie
and we had to wait for 5 or 10 mins... Brilliant! Being
stopped by King Arthur himself and getting to pass
without any hassle... We're the best, we must be!
OK, so we arrive somewhere on the other side of the
moor and get out of the cars ...

We were supposed to go and to find the source of the
Nile ~r something next... I couldn't remember exactly
the name of the actual river ... but after another
dimensional shift and 3/4hours more driving though
even more back roads of Wales, at exactly ten to two I
found myself standing on crossroads outside a pub,
which is right in the middle of nowhere.

Off we went ... at first it was easy, the track was good,
the weather was still OK...
Over a stile, down a bit of an embankment, a couple of
strides over a little stream, up the other side and I was
on the moor proper with the Black Mountains way off in
the distance... and it was soggy and I hadn't expected
that...

I pays the guy at the bar £2.50 - go outside and walk
down the lane behind the pub ... Then I got into a
discussion with Grahame as to the exact reason for
parting with £2.50 and not getting a drink...

I must have been one of the last ones to set off, as
everyone seemed to be well in front by the time I had
crossed the little stream and got up the other side...

"Red Kites!" he said... "Oh", says I, "Is that geomantic
or
ornithological?"
"ornithological, definitely
ornithologicaL.." "Oh"... I couldn't quite figure out what
was going to happen, but went along with it anyway...
Eventually, further on down the lane, we arrive at this
shed in a field, and we all pile in.... After a few minutes
I could see what the fuss was about... Soaring
smoothly around outside, high up in the air was a large
number of big birds...
It must be something they feed animals on around here
I thought... Big chickens, why not big vultures...
Anyway, the Red Kites we had come to watch had
beautiful markings... Really distinctive... There were
even a couple of buzzards up there, but also lots of
crows. They knew when a free lunch was on offer, and
by the size of them, they were regulars.
Suddenly, out of the blue, the guy from the pub turns
up... he doesn't say a word to anyone, walks right past
us all and out into the field with a sack of something
tasty for the birds... He starts shovelling it out on the
field in front of us and by the time he had got back to
the shed the sky was heaving with birds, tumbling and
falling out of the sky...

I could see two groups ahead of me, one to the left side
and one to right. Ivan was miles ahead with everyone
else strung out between. The bunch on the right looked
like they were trying to make their way over to the left
so I veered off that way.
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For every step forward I was getting deeper and deeper
into the bog... Off in the distance I could see Sig and
Karin and they seemed to be making their way back to
me... I had to double back on myself to find a suitable
place to cross back to where the path was that I should
have followed in the first place... Ivan and the rest now
out of sight... I waited for Sig and Karin to get back to
me and I helped them across the very wet bit where we
found ourselves ...

fields, % a mile or so behind the farmhouse. It was a
beautiful setting to do outdoor group work in...
~

1/

.•..

~

I set off again with Sally and we caught up with Grum
eventually. He seemed as lost as we were, so we all
just plodded on. It was baking hot, or it seemed like it to
me... heads down - just keep going, that's all I could
think of.... It was heavy going, very spongy underfoot
and after another twenty minutes I reached the crest of
the hill and, way down in the valley and over on the
other side, I could see the rest of the group.
Some of them looked exhausted and were lying down
in the remains of one of the two stone circles they'd
been looking for (the other one was a few hundred
yards further on). I thought to myself - if I go all the way
down there, I'll never get back up again. So I decided to
sit where I was beside one of the out-lying stones and
just watch from there. It was very nice and peaceful
sitting there. Sig and Karin joined me and Sally and
Grum and we spent some time enjoying the views and
basking in the sun like stranded whales.

We sat under a large tree right on a bend of the river. It
narrows at that point and the water is squeezed through
some large rocks making the flow quicken and roar! It's
fabulous!
We circled and settled and Ivan started the day off by
telling us about his Australian adventures since we last
saw him, and his plans for raising a stone circle down
there next year. Ivan led us in 5 rounds of the dance of
life, which was great and really woke me up. Then he
explained what we were going to do for the rest of the
day.

Looking up at the mountains and sitting in the sunshine
was just perfect. The only thing that troubled me was
King Arthur's helicopter off in the distance, buzzing
about like an annoying wasp ... But really it was a great
day... We eventually made our way back to the car and
back to Trecastle.

We were to be a stone circle and feel what its like to be
rooted in the landscape.
After a short break he lead us through a guided
meditation where we descended into the earth and
found our personal stone. We each entered our stone
and took on its qualities...

Back at the bunkhouse the hot water was fixed! I was
knackered after a fun-packed day, and standing in a hot
shower re-energising was just fantastic!

Mine happened to be red sandstone, and I stood for the
endless passing of Time.

Now then, Friday night...
As King Arthur and his court had taken possession of
the Castle (Coaching Inn) that evening, Sig was
advised that we should try a place a couple of miles
down the main road from Trecastle...

When we got back and got ourselves together, we were
told to go and find a suitable real stone in the
surrounding area to use in the circle, before moving
down to another part of the field to take up our positions
wherever we felt like the right place was to be.

I couldn't wait to get there, I hadn't eaten on Thursday
night, nor at lunchtime, so I was starving and really
looking forward to some vitamin M!

Ivan opened the circle and showed us a really neat
trick. He told us to screw our selves in to the ground by
slowly turning 360 and to feel ourselves lock into
position into the earth ... it felt very good and solid.
0

It was a nice enough place from the outside. We were
booked for 7:30pm and we all piled in. We were shown
through to a large conservatory where we sat down
and... well, we waited ... and waited ... They had to call
in extra staff, and that eased the long delays
(apparently!). Eventually we were served with
reasonably good food and left well after 11 o'clock ...
The general impression was that The White House
really needs a Geomancer. Maybe next time...

When the time was right each person called out the
type and purpose of their stone ...
As a healing circle, we did a number of prayer rounds
before each of us took a step forward and proclaimed
our wishes as the king or queen. Another powerful
lesson to remember, before we finished and closed the
circle. I had a really good afternoon.

SATURDAY (Ivan's day)

Because of the delays in getting served at the White
House the night before, it was decided that Shaun and
Ros would cook. us all a curry, so there was no rush to
get ready for going out. The curry came along in good
time and was very nice and very tasty... Thank you Ros
& Shaun.

After a nice leisurely breakfast, we were called to circle
in the bunkhouse and the plans for the rest of the day
were explained...
Fortunately it was bright and sunny again ana the first
thing after breakfast was to wander round to one of the
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There is also good energy available for discussing longterm plans and strategies, from a practical perspective,
and looking carefully at where the Group is heading this
year. There could be some changes to make, and
some initial resistance to them, as folk feel unsettled or
confronted, but by Sunday this resistance should have
been processed and released. This bodes well for the
Group, and by gaining Clarity on our direction, we can
move closer to our Soul Goal, of practical spiritual
creativity. Hopefully, this weekend will be an example
of this Soul Goal manifesting for us.

Another brilliant thing happened... Richard, the guy
who owns the bunkhouse happened to be burning off
some tree choppings in the afternoon. So he stoked up
the fire and left it burning for us to use later for our
ceremony... What a great place.
Round the fire in the evening... Ivan led the session,
and prepared the fire for jumping. The Quarters were
called out by Patrick, Ros, Jon and Shaun. Then
Maryrose went round all the Directions and blasted
them all with Peace before Maria gave the FirelWater
blessing. It was great!

Another jolly aspect is all about partying and enjoying
ourselves, perhaps in a musical or artistic way, and
Friday evening in particular looks good for this. One
potential is to have a Gorsedd, or mini Eisteddfod,
where we each share a poem or song or story. This
would also tie in with the need to have our individual
say on life.

As the fire was getting going, Ros went round each
person in the circle with a plastic peat sack and asked
us to put our hand inside - I didn't know what to expect
- it was damp but felt nice and in there we all found a
pot, peat and sunflower seeds - So with peat in the pot,
and seeds in the peat, we all had something to take
home with us; something to look forward to in the
coming summer. .. Great one, Ros...

So, the general feeling is of a practical, earthy
weekend, with lots of talking and sharing; an
opportunity to make some changes in the Group, and
improve and develop our aims and activities. Plus
enjoy the company and the landscape, and the advent
of Spring and Summer.

Most of us jumped the fire and when things settled
down we all drifted back to the bunkhouse for a cup of
tea. A great end to another great day!
SUNDAY
After breakfast we circled - did some group business
for the rest of the morning, welcomed Shaun into the
Group as a Probationary Member, awarded The Golden
Ruler and Compasses to Jon Appleton for the "Best
Biog" (received to date), marked Patrick's birthday
(busy morning!). We had lunch at the bunkhouse before
our final session (again, much too short) with Patrick,
discussing Geomantic jobs and passing ideas! A brief
closing circle and we were gone.

----.--~
I

I'll remember the Beltane 2004 weekend for a long
time ... It was a really fun-packed, very interesting, most
relaxing, sometimes exhausting, but very educational
weekend,
of
the
very
best
kind....

Astrological Overview of the Beltane
Weekend
By

Ros Briagha Foskett

Care needs to be taken this weekend that we do not get
too carried away with talking and miss out on the
action! It may be relevant to make space for discussion
on the programme, so it is given due time, and leave us
free to get out and about, too. There could well be a
need to assert our individuality through talking and it
might be appropriate to put forth our own views on life,
philosophical and spiritual paths.
A good strong spiritual focus, and perhaps some real
ceremony, could also tie in well with the weekend
energy. This might use the theme of Earth as a focus,
and be a good opportunity to enhance and develop our
perception of Mother Earth, though our minds and
hearts, whilst the trip out will be a good connection for
our bodies.
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fared better with Keiko's
broken English than my
rapid-fire Scots accent.
The
first
day was
particularly difficult, and
there was some fairly
major resentment from
those who did not
understand what we
were trying to do and
could not understand
why they weren't being
allowed to do any
glasswork. Even though
we started gently with a
slide show and general introduction to our plan for the
week, one or two of them told us later that they had
considered leaving at lunchtime. However, the
afternoon fared somewhat better as I began dowsing
lessons, with most people managing to get fairly
consistent reactions from underground water. The
workshop is a new building with an extensive drainage
network laid all around, so it was easy to demonstrate
the difference between drains and natural water flows.

Other Recent Events
Between the Seen and the Unseen:
Geomancy and art in the landscape
By

Grahame Gardner

Recently

had the opportunity to spend a week in
northern France with
Keiko
Mukaide,
my
Japanese glass artist
friend, facilitating a 6.~ day workshop with nine
glass-making students.
We were based in the
workshop of the Glass
Museum
of
SarsPoteries, historically a
renowned
glass
production centre of
France; and our theme
was to provide the
students
with
an
introduction to earth
energies
and
geomancy, with a view to them producing and installing
a site-specific mixed media installation in the gardens of
the Museum in just 5 days! Not an easy task, especially
without any translation facilities as neither of us spoke
French. But this was a unique opportunity to explore the
interaction of art and landscape, and to see what sort of
inspiration could be drawn from nature, and how the
installation of such artworks would affect the earth
energies in the area.

At dinner in the workshop that evening there were very
mixed reactions around the table. About half of the
students were very excited that they had managed to
dowse successfully, whilst the remainder were
wondering what they had let themselves in for and
whether they had made the right choice in coming
along at all.
Day two started with discussion and another slide show
from Keiko's archive, illustrating her style of work and
past installation projects. I followed this by a session on
labyrinths, since we were going to make one in the
gardens of the museum that afternoon. We had thought
this was a good way to get the students to open up to
the earth energies, but it was to prove much more than
that!

Keiko specialises in site-specific works and, being
Japanese, has a good understanding of this energetic
placement in landscape. One of her mixed-media
installations was in the gardens of Hill House in
Helensburgh, a Charles Rennie Mackintosh designed
home in the care of the National Trust for Scotland.
Since she was not permitted to attach anything to the
fabric of the building, Keiko concentrated on the various
terrace.sof the garden and installed several works, tying
the separate pieces together using sound, light and
careful placement to provide a sense of connection
where no direct link existed. For example, visitors to the
house were first alerted to the presence of the
installation by moving twinkles of reflected coloured
light on the ceiling of the drawing room, and when they
looked out of the window to see what was causing this,
they would see the first piece of the installation outside,
little pieces of coloured dichroic glass mounted on
springy stalks. When they walked outside to see this
first piece, their attention was drawn towards a second
piece by the use of sound, and so on. Keiko titled this
installation 'MiegakarP, a Japanese word meaning
'between the seen and the unseen', and this seems to
me to be a very appropriate description for our unique
collaboration between art and geomancy, exploring our
relationship with Spirit of Place.

By lunchtime the students had a better idea of what we
were trying to achieve, although many were eager to
get on with some glass working. We first paid a visit to
the garden of the museum, about half a mile away, to
pick spots for their finished works. The garden is a
lovely location; plenty of trees and shrubs at the rear
with lots of secret places, a stream running down one
side, and a large lawn with a stately but lightning-struck
tree in the centre that was desperately clinging on to
life. It was spoiled only by the addition of an
astonishingly badly placed grey Portakabin that
contained the museum offices.
After a brief ceremony and attunement meditation,
students were instructed to open themselves to the
energies of the garden and sent off with pendulum or Lrods to dowse or otherwise sense a spot that they
wanted to work with. I had debated about asking them
to find a power centre by dowsing, but judged that my
explanation of power centres had not been understood
by some, so simply asked them to find a spot that had
energy that they could work with. Here some people
found the dowsing worked really well for them; one lady
from Israel came back excitedly waving her pendulum
and shouting, "I believe! I believe!" - she had found a

The major problem of course was in trying to
communicate this to the students. The Museum had
declined to pay for a translator, and some of the
students had a bit of trouble understanding the
concepts we were trying to get across, although most
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this time, Keiko and I wandered around and had private
talks with various students to see how they were doing.
And I got to thinking about the properties of glass as a
material in geomancy terms. The great thing about it is
that it is not a solid substance; it is in constant flow and
melts over a
wide range of
temperatures.
Even relatively
low
temperatures
will
cause
glass to flow
given a long
enough period
of time - it is
thought
that
the bulging in the bottom of old stained glass windows
is due to this effect. So it seems an ideal material for
holding energetic intent. And there is definitely alchemy
involved in its production - the roaring fire of the
furnaces, molten glass being blown into shape, or
moulded in sand boxes... all the elements are involved
in the process at some stage.

very strong reaction from the pendulum and was drawn
to a lovely willow tree that it indicated.
Meanwhile, I had started marking out the garden with
stakes, rope and paint for a labyrinth. The museum had
supplied 160m of rope to lay this out with, and earlier I
had spent an hour or two making pins out of galvanised
wire. By the time the students had all found a spot, the
labyrinth was marked out in paint and I had started
laying out the rope walls. Our youngest student JeanSebastian, a 21-year old lad from Switzerland,
volunteered to help me with the rope laying whilst
everyone else went back to the workshop, eager to

I

We continued to walk the labyrinth daily, and I was
pleased that the labyrinth
magic was clearly working
on people. I demonstrated
how to use the labyrinth as
a problem-solving device
by using each turn to focus
on
different
issues
affecting them and this
clearly resonated with the
students. We had two folk
breaking down and crying
on their second walk, and
a few others said that it
had brought up many issues of choice and life direction
for them.

finally get their hands on some glass and begin crafting
their pieces under Keiko's supervision.
It's commonly known that laying out labyrinths always
produces at least one moment of confusion, and this
one was no exception. Having laid out over threequarters of the rope walls, it became clear that I had
underestimated the length required, although to be fair I
had increased the size of the labyrinth on site as the
lawn allowed for a bigger size than anticipated. It
looked like we would need around 200m to make this
one. But fortunately I had brought some 90m of
coloured marking twine with me, and so we had one
'line' of labyrinth in yellow nylon rope, and the other in
orange twine! Not quite according to plan, but at least it
allowed me to illustrate how the labyrinth is constructed
using just two lines.

Work continued on their pieces until Friday, when it was
time to install the artworks in the gardens. The weather
gods smiled on us and provided a gloriously sunny day,
and by 5pm everyone had just about finished installing
their pieces. Meanwhile Keiko and I did a small
installation of our own in the labyrinth. We had
'borrowed' a glass roof finial from the studio - these
were
a
common
architectural
feature
on
buildings in the
village,
historically
made by the
workshop. We
placed this at
the crossing,
and for the
centre we placed a black dish filled with water from the
streamand some broken pieces of mirror and dichroic
glass, surrounded by 'rays' made from Keiko's favourite
microscope slides.

After work finished in the studio, Keiko brought the
students back to walk the labyrinth for the first time.
Having given a brief chat about the construction and
energy effects including dowsing to see where the
water and energy leys were (one energy ley ran right
through the goal and the entrance was aligned on this,
which also happened to be North), I allowed them to
walk it individually whilst I played a singing bowl at the
entrance. Everyone said that it had been strangely
relaxing to walk, although I could see that one or two
were a bit cynical about the whole thing. Time to move
things up a gear! I then introduced them to the Appleton
trust walk, where each person was guided into the
labyrinth with eyes closed. This proved very popular,
and there were smiling faces all round as we finished.
Alas, it was then time for dinner, and we regrouped at
the local restaurant for evening meal.
For the remainder of the week the emphasis now
shifted towards glass making, and everyone seemed
pleased to be finally working with their hands. During
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When we were ready, it was time for the dedication
ceremony. I asked the students to each find a small
stone, before joining hands and leading them in a spiral
dance into the centre of the labyrinth, where the stones
were placed in the dish of water. I then placed one of
my 'power crystals' in the centre to 'hold the space'.
Then, with linked hands I guided them in a meditation to
capture the energy of the whole garden and focus it into
the dish, asking that the energy be transferred to their
stones. People then retrieved their stones and walked
out individually and went straight to their spots, where
the stones were placed to focus the energies there.
Before this process I had dowsed to find the overall
energy level of the garden, and it dowsed at 6~ unit~.
After the installations were finished and energised, It
rose to 364, and continued to rise over the next hour or
two to a high of 482 units.

that his dowsing had worked! I gave him a wooden
finger labyrinth as a prize.
On Saturday morning it was back to the gardens to
remove
any
installations that
were not being
left,
and
to
ceremonially close
the labyrinth and
remove it. Keiko
and I smudged the
labyrinth as we
walked it, and then
removed the glass
and
microscope
slides
before
closing down the
labyrinth.
The
water dish was
carried out and the
water given to the
old damaged tree
at the centre of the garden. Then we tidied up and went
back to the workshop for lunch. And all too soon
everyone was saying goodbye and packing their
artworks into their cars. Keiko left with one of the
students as she was going to meet someone from
Germany and was planning a trip to Chartres; I stayed
in the workshop on my own for one more night before
getting the train back to Paris the next morning.
.<

Just enough time left before dinner for a tour of all the
installations, and most people gave a short explanation
of the concept and execution of the piece. I was
impressed at the way every piece had a definite
connection with its
~\
"'/
placement and also
'
'
reflected
very
accurately
the
personality of its artist
- some were very
'loose'
and
free
flowing, others very
rigid and controlled.
But I couldn't say that
some were 'better'
than others - they
were
each
appropriate
to the
person and the place,
and we really could
not have asked for a
better result than that.

Overall, it went amazingly well given the language
barriers' we all learned a lot from the week and it is very
definitely something that I would love to do again.
Although Keiko is talking about Istanbul next year,
which would be a real challenge!

~~~-----.~~-------------~
Beech Hill Stone Circle

Friday night was our last meal together, and everyone
seemed pleased with the finished installations, many of
which were going to be left in place for visitors to find.
And although there was a slight sadness that the week
was coming to a close, there was satisfaction at what
had been achieved. All that remained was for JohnSebastian to find the tetrahedral crystal that I had
concealed in the workshop as an exercise in map
dowsing at the start of the week. He h~d co.rrectly
identified the room on the map, but despite trying all
week he couldn't manage to pin down the exact
position either with pendulum on the map or L-rods in
the room, although he had narrowed it down to one half
of the room. This was his last chance. So off he went
with his L-rods, watched by myself and one or two
others.

By

Richard Creightmore and Julie Rocka
THE CREATION OF BEECH HILL STONE CIRCLE
The Stone Circle on Beech Hill at Nutley, in the heart of
the Ashdown Forest in East Sussex, U.K., was first
conceived in a vision in April 1997. It was in October
2000 that the right people gathered in constellation and
construction began. The prime movers were Richard
Creightmore - designer, Julie Rocka - enchanter, and
Ivan Macbeth - master builder. For one week a month
over the following year a group of volunteers, varying in
number from five to twenty on any given day, gathered
from near and far to lend their muscle and spirit power
to the project, and the Ten-Stone Circle was completed
in September 2001.

Now, I had concealed the crystal on top of a light
switch, just behind the corner of a sheet of canvas .that
had been taped to the wall, almost covering the SWitch.
I watched from the doorway as Jean-Sebastian
followed his L-rods until they were touching the light
switch not just once, but three times! Yet he couldn't
make the lateral leap of pulling the edge of tlre canvas
aside. In the end I took pity on him and put him out of
his misery. He was both disgusted at himself and elated

The ten large pieces of limestone, ranging from 3112 to
9 tons in weight and 5 to 9 feet in height in situ, were
first chosen in Portland quarry in Dorset, and then
transported to Sussex in four tipper lorry loads. Portland
was chosen for a number of reasons: although
Ashdown Forest is on sandstone, too soft to yield longlasting standing stones, the next geological bed below
is limestone, and this same bed emerges at Portland,
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one outlier; the placement of stones - all as it
transpired on the midlines of underground water veins;
the perimeter of the circle - 27 megalithic yards in
diameter (and therefore 34 megalithic rods in
circumference); and the orientation of the outlier - on
astronomic or true North.

giVing a sense of 'ancestor's teeth' geologically.
Portland is also one of the few quarries still to drill and
vibrate the stones loose, rather than blasting, which
meant that the stones arrived rather less traumatised
than they might have been. We were fortunate that
none of the stones broke as they were tipped on to the
field close to the construction site.

Decisions as to which stone should go where were
taken with regard to size and shape, with reference to
the wheel of the year - larger and more yang shapes to
the Eastern side of the North-South axis corresponding
to the waxing half of the solar year; and smaller and
more yin shapes to the Western side corresponding to
the waning half of the solar year. There was also the
aesthetic, energetic and practical decision to be taken
as to which would be the base and which would be the
inside face (i.e. towards the centre of the circle) of each
stone.

PROCESS OF DESIGN
The design of Beech Hill Stone Circle as a sacred
space involved the integration of a number of
traditionally important factors, including landscape
topography, geology, mountain and water dragon veins,
underground water lines and domes, overground ley
energy lines, global geomagnetic grid crossing points,
sacred geometry and metrology, numerology,
astronomical alignment, local mythology, intended
usage, and serendipity.

The stones each evolved a name as a consequence of
working with them in their transport and planting,
communing with them shortly after their setting in place,
and their location within the circle.

It is traditional to dedicate a stone circle to a particular
constellation, and this one is dedicated to the Great
Bear - unsurprisingly as Ashdown Forest is the
homeland of Winnie the Pooh. On the first day of circle
creation, the 'Expotition to the North Pole' was taken as
the sacred text of the day, and each of the archetypal
characters of the Pooh stories was clearly represented
by the people gathered together - the mythology of the
local landscape seemed to rise inevitably into the
weave.

The flame-shaped Fire Stone located due South was
the first to be planted, followed by the dragon's headshaped Dragon Stone to the North-East, and the squat,
square Tiger or Joy Stone to the North-West. This
completed the first equilateral triangle across the NorthSouth midline, and subsequent investigation showed
that these latter two stones also marked the primary
seasonal astronomical alignments of the circle. The
Dragon Stone is located on the Beltane and
Lughnasadh (Lammas) sunrise orientation from the
circle centre, and the Joy Stone is on the Beltane and
Lughnasadh sunset orientation.

Beech Hill is located right on the back of the principal
mountain dragon vein of the High Weald, on the
watershed ridge between the river dragons flowing into
the river Medway and Thames estuary to the North, and
into the river Ouse towards the South coast. The circle
is positioned at the crossing point of this mountain
dragon vein with an overground North-South energy
ley, and with a number of underground streams of
different depths.

A chance conversation with a Gnome in Chalice Well
Gardens one day led to the realisation that in placing
the stones we were following the Lo Shu or Sigil of
Saturn, though beginning with 1 in the South. This
magic square represents the geometric order of the
crystallisation of energy into matter, and instruction to
continue in this order led to the subsequent placement
of the fourth Soul Stone in the North-North-West. Not
wanting a stone in the middle, the fifth Mirror Stone was
flown to the South-West (following the yang Ming Gua
convention and being the only vacant spot for it).

The centre of the circle was first determined by dowsing
these various crossing lines, (and in fact marks the
centre of the large dome erected in 1997 as the moot
hall for the first Feng Shui Society summer camp, which
so helped to unite the British Feng Shui community).
The next step was the establishment of the cardinal
North-South axis, by a process known as 'drawing
down the North': on a clear starry night of astrological
auspiciousness, one person stands on the centre point
and another stands to the North holding a staff upright
to the firmament, and is guided by the one in the centre
until the staff is pointing directly vertically to the North
Star. When contact is made, the blessing of the North
Star is invoked, and grounded by marking the spot with
a stone.
Having decided to allow the stone circle to grow
organically from the Earth upwards, rather than impose
a mental scheme upon the land, the number and
placement of the stones was decided by raw
serendipity. On the first morning of the first week's
camp, nine people and one white hound met in a circle
at the centre point in silent communion, and then
walked backwards out from the centre until we were
impelled to stop. The spots were then marked with
small rocks from the first stone delivery, and thus were
decided the number of stones - nine in the circle plus

This shows the
movement of the
stars through the Lo Shu grid. The
sequence of movement is always the
same. The pattern of movement is
known as the Sigil of Saturn.
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The others followed, with the sixth Still Stone in the
South-South-East, so named because although it had
been the most dangerously volatile and precariously
balanced of all during carriage, as soon as it was in
place the two white horses who inhabit the fields in
summer-time started spending hours standing
motionless beside it.

MECHANICS OF CONSTRUCTION
The circle was constructed by hand, almost unaided by
modern mechanical equipment. The stones were
moved their final 20 to 50 yards using wooden rollers
and levers made from old telegraph poles, timber
planks for tracks, fulcrums and packing stollage, ropes,
mud for swivelling lubrication, and a modern hand
winch as a safer alternative to a traditional rope
windlass. The winch was anchored either to the base of
already-erected stones, or to the tow-bar of a chocked
Landrover, having discovered that sledge-hammering
steel bars into the ground as temporary anchor-points
was upsetting the earth energies. Each stone was
buried in the ground to between a quarter and a third of
its height, depending on the stability of the base profile,
and the holes were hand-dug using spade, soil-spike
and pickaxe.

The seventh Rising Stone went to the South-East, the
eighth Goddess Stone to the South-South-West, and
the ninth Joining Stone completed the circle in the
North-North-East. The northern edges of the Still and
Goddess Stones were found to mark the Southern
major standstills of moonrise and moonset respectively.
The remaining key astronomical alignments - summer
and winter solstice and spring and autumn equinox
sunrises and sunsets, and Southern minor and
Northern major and minor moonrises and moonsets were marked out by rocks on the perimeter of the
central altar hearth. This shallow central pit, whose
diameter is defined with reference to the Ding Lang
sacred proportional ruler of Feng Shui tradition,
functions variously as a vase, a fire-pit, a sandpit, and a
paddling pool, thus allowing each of the elements to
take centre stage in turn.

Ceremonial, meditational and devotional times were
integral to the entire process, and before starting every
session of work, even after every tea-break, we would
spend a good while standing in circle around the stone
we were working with, our hands on the stone and
touching, in silence or toning, feeling the energetic
polarities and centre of gravity of the stone, and
visualising and communicating to the stone where we
were planning to move it to next.

Beech Hill Stone Circle 51 N03 OOE04
Solar & Lunar Alignments
Winter Solstice to Summer Solstice

The process of moving a stone into place by hand is
thus: first a hole would be dug under one end of the
stone as it lay on the ground, just big enough to fit the
end of a 20-foot telegraph pole lever. A piece of timber
stollage is then placed under the pole beside the stone
to serve as a fulcrum, the other end of the pole hauled
down by several people to lift the nose of the pole and
hence the stone, and stollage packed under the stone
to stabilise. The height of the fulcrum is then raised,
and the process repeated for many hours, at both ends
of the stone, until eventually the stone is sitting on a
pair of pine 'railway-track' planks, followed by five or six
5-foot long rollers, followed by a pair of oak planks to
create a chassis, on which the stone is stabilised by
further cross-member stollage.

Fire
lnb"
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Typically this process involves a team of four to carry or
haul on the pole lever, two or more to insert stollage or
move rollers, one or two to sit at a distance, hold the
space and watch for any potential danger; and one to
guide the nose of the pole into position under the stone
and raise the fulcrum, oversee and focus the process,
think five moves ahead, and issue the next command.
We found that a disciplined hierarchy in which all
suggestions, warning shouts and action commands
were channelled through this one 'king-pin', usually
Ivan, was much the safest way to operate.

•

The tenth and final stone was the massive Throne
Stone, planted on the Autumn Equinox of 2001. This is
an outlier posltloned to true North of the circle, angled
backwards by its own volition to receive the energy of
the Celestial North Pole into the circle, and acting not
unlike the Heel Stone at Stonehenge to bring a yang
dynamic to the relative yin of the circle. This alchemical
pestle and mortar coupling reached communion at the
moment of final alignment of the tenth stone, .when the
entire circle seemed to quiver and sigh befo're a holy
peace arrived in the landscape.

Once the stone is on its chassis, a rope is looped
around the stone lengthways, over pieces of old carpet
for protection, and the stone is then pulled, pushed,
levered, or winched in the direction of its intended final
position, moving rollers, track planks and winch-anchor
as the stone progresses across the field. On reaching
the appointed spot at the correct trajectory, the hole is
dug in shifts to an appropriate depth, length and
breadth for the stone.
The stone is then rolled over the hole on the tracks, and
painstakingly raised up another few feet until it is
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eventually sitting on three strong cross-member rollers,
one of which is lashed to the stone across its centre of
gravity to act as a spindle pole. A pair of rollers is dug
several feet into the ground in line with the edge of the
pit to act as vertical end-stops.
At this point work ceases and people spend quiet time
in the hole making offerings, typically flowers, food,
drink, crystals, clay figurines or other artefacts.
The forward crossbeam is then replaced by a thin
vertical prop lashed to a rope. A circle of silent prayer
and focus transforms into a crescendo of toning as the
prop is sledge-hammered out and tugged quickly away,
and the stone topples gently on its spindle and lands
within its receptive hole, creating a sense of geomantic
orgasm as it comes to stand upright.
Some fine-tuning of position and orientation is done as
the hole is refilled with earth, tamped and turfed, and
spare soil carted away; then a circle is held around the
stone to sing it into peace.
Moving and planting a stone like this took on average
five long days' work. The heaviest, the 9-ton Throne
Stone outlier in the North, took two six-strong pole
teams and some other-worldly assistance in order to
make the smallest lifts. Most stones went into their
rightful places easily and without incident, though three
of the largest proved trickier on the final drop, one
overbalancing past the end-stop, one slipping off its
spindle lashings, and one snapping its telegraph pole
spindle like a matchstick. Each ended up in its hole at
an awkward angle, and had to wait until the following
month's construction camp before clever winching
procedures could be worked out and implemented to
set the stone upright. During these periods those
closely involved with the building became aware of
having to go through some hard internal processing,
corresponding with the position of the stone within the
design geometry of the circle, before being ready to
complete the task.
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Between the centre and the North Stone lies a positive
crossing point of the sixth (brow chakra related) global
geomagnetic grid known as the Double Curry grid, often
found at the location of Communion rails in churches.
This spot has been almost invariably where the presider
stands during ceremonies in the circle.
One layer of traditional symbolism that is woven into the
complex is the Ba Gua or eight-fold year of Celtic
tradition, with the Throne, Soul, and Joining Stones
together representing winter solstice or early heaven
Kun and later heaven Kan, the latter two stones playing
lachim and Boaz of the Priestess tarot card, the twin
pillars of the portal to the ancestor spirits. It is at the
Throne stone that we honour our ancestors in ritual
practice.

WEAVING THE THREADS
The circle thus forms an enneagon of nine nodes,
bisected by a tenth on the cardinal North-South axis,
made slightly irregular as a result of the position of the
five underground water lines passing through the circle
centre and two of the stones each. At first these
underground
water streams did not pass exactly
through the centre, but well before the circle was
complete they had moved to all pass through the
middle.

The other stations of space and time are distributed in
order around the circle, with:

Within three months of completion a blind spring or
water dome had also appeared in the circle, between
the centre and the Dragon Stone, and nine months later
an intense crop of psylocibin magic mushrooms
emerged for the first time in the same patch. The
movement of a rising water line to the circle however
brought up an issue of geomantic sexual politics, as a
beautiful old wild cherry tree just down the hill, the
queen tree on the property, began to show signs of
drying up as so much attention was being paid to the
erection on the top of the hill. She had lost her water
riser, and we have had to do subsequent: work to
redistribute the water balance in her favour.

Imbolc I Candlemass

Zhen IGen (cf. Brigid)

Draqon Stone

Sorinc eauinox I Easter

Li I Zhen

Risinq Stone

Beltane I Mav Dav

Dui I Xun

Still Stone

Litha I Summer solstice

Qian I Li (cf. Lugh)

Fire Stone

Luqhnasadh I Lammas

Xun I Kun (cf. Kuna)

Goddess Stone

Autumn equinox/Harvest

Kan I Dui

Mirror Stone

Samhain I Halloween

Gen IQian (cf.
Diancecht)

Joy Stone

Another layer of symbolism woven in comes from a
classical Chinese cosmo-conception:
the Celestial
Emperor and Empress reside in the Celestial North
Pole, and issue their edicts as they rule the universe
through the offices of the Lords of Karma, which are the
nine stars of the Big Dipper or Great Bear constellation.
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This wheels through the heavens around the Pole star,
pointing to each quarter in turn in the appropriate
season of the year. With Zi Wei, the Pole Star grounded

ratio Phi (<p).These three ratios of sacred geometry all
potentiate the manifestation of infinity within the form.
Geometrically the enneagon or nine-sided figure can be
constructed from a six-pointed star using three centres.
Numerologically, the digits of some interesting numbers
add up to nine: for example 2160 and 7920, the
diameters of the Moon and the Earth given in miles;
360, 666 (the number of solar divinity in gematria), and
all pentagonal angles e.g. 36, 72 and 108.

The 7 stars of the Big Dipper and 2 imaginary stars ( the left and right assislant) make 9 stars

8. Zhoufu

~A
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2.

All multiples of nine add up to nine, which is three times
three, or three 'squared', suggesting the three faces of
the goddess, and the holy trinity of many religious
traditions. Many shamanic cultures speak of nine
worlds, or nine dimensions. The circle of nine speaks of
the moon and of the cycles and rhythms of nature; and
the number ten to perfected completion.

Jumen

9. Yubi

in the Throne Stone, the Left and Right Supporter Stars
who attend the celestial throne are thus earthed in the
Joining and Soul Stones respectively. The Lo Shu, Star
elements and mountain forms, and shapes of the
individual stones yield the following connections:
STAR
Zhuo Fu
Yu Bi
Tan Lang
Ju Men
Lu Cun
WenQu
Lian Zhen
WuQu
Po Jun

GUARDIAN
The Angel of wealth and happiness
The Angel of vivacity
The Angel of creative ai
The Monarch of sickness
The Phantom of misfortune
The Clever and indecent imp
The Devil of ferocitv
The Angel of gallantry
The Spirit of solemnity

CEREMONIAL USAGE
The creation of the circle as a sacred space was much
helped energetically by the devotional and hand-built
aspects of the construction process, by space clearing
at the outset, and by continuous attention to spiritual
and psychic hygiene during and since the building. An
integral part of the construction process was the spaceclearing and harmonising work performed around the
site, yin work of as much importance as the heavy
lifting.

STONE
Joining
Soul
Draaon
Goddess
Rising
Still
Fire
JOY
Mirror

The circle has become a sanctuary for personal
meditation and healing, and folk spend quiet time within
it, perhaps sitting with their back to a particular stone
seeking help to resolve particular issues. The central
cauldron is a particularly potent spot for core process
work.

From the perspective of sacred geometry, the ninestone circle contains the transcendental number Pi [re];
a vesica piscis created by a second circle drawn
Beech Hili Stone Circle
Sacred Geometry
Diameter 27 megalithic yards

Fire
s

Another aspect of the intended usage has been to
balance, harmonise and heal the earth energies of the
local landscape, and this has become an integral part of
the regular attention to spiritual hygiene within the
circle. It can be used as an access portal into the
dragon vein network, so that some white magic
ceremonial has been performed for distant healing, for
example for the foot and mouth outbreak in Cumbria.

I

The circle also functions as a magic circle for the
performance of white magic ceremony and mystery
plays. The Sabbats or seasonal festivals of the eightfold solar year are generally celebrated in small or
large, high or low magic ceremonies, and a particular
emphasis has evolved on the yearly stations
corresponding with the primary alignments - Winter
Solstice, Beltane, Lughnasadh, and also Autumn
Equinox. The Esbats or full moons are also celebrated,
as are human rites of passage including baby naming,
puberty and wedding rituals.
Finally, the circle functions as a style of three-ring Luo
Pan (with the Heaven Pool as the first ring, and the
hedges, trees and gateways and landscape horizon
that surround the circle as the Di Pan) for learning and
teaching geomancy and ceremony - a temple to the
stars, sun, moon, earth, the underworld, the elemental
kingdoms and to humanity.

through the Throne Stone contalns j another
transcendental number, --/3; and a pentagon also
present within the circle contains the Golden Section

@) Richard

Creightmore

& Julie Rocka

Beech Hill Stone Circle is used for Feng Shui and Environmental Healing
seminars, and is open to visits for day-trips, camping, and holiday retreats,
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or for weddings and other ceremonies, by arrangement. The upcoming
Shamanic Healing module will be on June 14th - 1f3th, and the Design and
Use of Sacred Space module will be on September 131h-17fh2004. For
details please contact the Custodians, Richard Creightmore or Julie Rocka
at Beech Hill College on 01825-713215

As ever, our thanks go to everyone who made a contribution to this edition
of the Newsletter. If you have any suggestions that you'd like to make
regarding content etc, please contact us. And, of course, we are always
happy from anyone who would like to make a contribution.
And finally, a reminder that the closing date for the next edition will be 22 August. ..
- Maria and Grahame

Void of Course Moons - 2004
By

Branwen Edwards

Many of us who were at Richard's house in Sussex for
Lughnasadh 2003 were able to hear Palden Jenkins
talking about the importance of being aware of the Void
of Course Moon - for those who did not hear his
presentation, a brief summary and the actual dates for
the rest of this year when the Moon is void of course:
What Is The Void of Course Moon?

The Moon is void of course after it has made its last
major
aspect
(square/opposition/trine/conjunction/
sextile) to another planet in one sign until it ingresses
(moves into) the next sign. Many astrologers feel that
this is a time when there is very little positive/dynamic
energy and they try to organise their lives so that they
do not start anything new/buy major household
items/sign contracts/do anything of real importance, etc.
at this time.

Geomancy Group
Portal & Website
A reminder that the address of The Geomancy Group
Portal is: http://portal.geomancygroup.org/
If you haven't logged in with this new address, you will
need to use http://portal.geomancygroup.org/user.php
and enter your username and password. If you are not
registered or are having trouble logging on, drop
Grahame an email and he'll try and sort things out.
Our website is www.geomancygroup.org

How long does the Void of Course Moon Last?
Sometimes, more than 20 hours (look at the 11th July
when the Moon becomes Void of Course at 2330 hours
and does not finish until
at 1946 hours.) However,
it can last mere minutes. On the 11th November you
will see that the Moon became Void of Course at 0403

tz"

Following discussions at Beltane and since then,
Grahame is now the key contact for all matters relating
to our online presence. While Barry still handles some
of the more technical issues, Grahame is increasingly
involved in designing the look of the pages, as well as
having total editorial responsibility for content.
(However, Maria still technically has Administrator
status and may provide back up in Grahame's
absence).

hours and then ingressed into the next sign of
Sagittarius at 0406 hours - just three minutes.
Does it really matter?

Well, some people I know absolutely live their lives by
taking note of the Void of Course Moon! A friend of
mine in California started a business using $20 from the
housekeeping money and built it up into a multi million
dollar enterprise by, she says, paying fanatical attention
to the timings. To this day, the only thing she'll do
when the Moon is void is the housework, window
shopping (she won't actually purchase anything!) or
having fun. She won't even plan what she's doing the
next day if the Moon is void of course. She won't travel
because research has shown that almost 90% of plane
crashes take place when the Moon is void.

Grahame and Barry are to be congratulated on the
huge effort that they have put into the sites since
Beltane. The sites look much more professional and
polished than the original version. However, we are still
actively, and urgently, seeking new content and would
be happy to receive any articles etc that you might like
to see loaded onto either the public sites or our private
pages.

I, personally, am not quite so extreme. However, I have
noticed that my longest lasting electrical articles are
those purchased at a "good" time, including my little
Mazda that lasted 18 years and 135,000 miles whilst
rarely going wrong. I certainly would not sign any legal
documents during Void of Course Moon or have an
important business meeting (er, if I had one!).

For this reason, the Group decided at the last meeting
to proceed with the idea of publishing such extracts as
may be appropriate from our print Newsletter, on one or
other of the public sites.
-MH
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You will note that I've included the timings of the void of
course Moon - to clarify: On the first of June, the Moon
became void at 2117 hours (or 9.17 p.m. if you prefer)
until 0753 (7.53 a.m.) the next day. So the idea is to
avoid the time between 2117 and 0753 the next day. If
there's anyone out there with "plans" for 2005 - Susie
publishing her book "Did I Sign Up For This?" etc. - and
you'd like to check the date, just contact me and I'll look
it up for you.

riME

INGRESS

02
05
07
10
12
15
17
19
21
23
25
28
30

SIGN

JUNE
01
03
05
07
09
12
15
17
20
22
24
26
29

21:17
17:13
12:29
18:10
23:38
11:32
02:35
20:28
10:47
07:55
17:20
23:42
00:58

02
04
06
08
10
13
15
18
20
23
25
27
29

07:53
07:13
07:11
09:39
15:50
01:38
13:45
02:38
15:06
02:11
10:51
16:14
18:17

SIGN

SEPTEMBER

VOID OF COURSE MOON TABLES - 2004
(ALL TIMES GIVEN ARE GMT)
D~TE

INGRIESS

Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius

16:18
06:57
18:09
04:45
01:23
00:56
01:33
12:25
16:20
19:42
06:26
01:13
01:54

03
05
07
10
12
15
17
19
21
23
25
28
30

00:17
10:26
22:51
11:07
21:17
04:45
10:26
14:31
17:36
20:11
22:56
02:58
09:25

Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus

-~

OCTOBER
02
04
07
09
12
14
16
18
20
22
25
27
29

16:34
10:29
12:14
10:44
07:33
14:23
15:44
15:47
22:00
12:22
05:18
12:25
21:51

02
05
07
10
12
14
16
18
21
23
25
27
30

18:56
06:55
19:24
06:01
13:33
18:11
20:59
23:08
01:39
05:14
10:25
17:39
03:12

Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini

~

JULY
01
03
05
07
09
11
14
17
19
21
24
26
28
30

02:54
14:26
02:16
05:31
12:53
23:30
12:34
11:25
18:51
21:49
21:55
10:49
15:07
11:22

01
03
05
07
10
12
15
17
20
22
24
27
29
31

18:02
17:23
18:27
23:04
07:52
19:46
08:41
20:57
07:45
16:40
23:09
02:49
03:59
03:55

01
04
06
08
11
13
14
17
19
21
23
26
28

01:22
02:01
08:46
18:33
04:03
01:35
15:59
03:08
05:51
15:36
18:48
04:38
15:05

AUGUST
01
04
06
09
10
13
16
18
21
22
25
27
29
31

20:52
02:59
14:00
00:49
20:00
10:18
01:25
07:16
01:40
20:55
11:14
02:59
09:24
08:29

02
04
06
09
11
14
16
18
21
23
25
27
29
31

~

NOVEMBER

Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius

01
04
06
08
11
13
15
17
19
21
24
26
28

14:54
03:33
15:01
23:24
04:06
05:57
06:34
07:40
10:39
16:12
00:17
10:36
22:12

Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer

DECEMBER
04:35
08:00
15:27
02:34
15:21
03:31
13:50
22:10
04:38
09:10
11:48
13:09
14:34
17:47

Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries

01
03
06
08
10
12
14
16
18
21
23
25
28
30
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04:29
14:53
02:29
08:42
11.04
04:04
11:45
08:34
1p:41

05:17
13:42
13:31
07:35
14:55

01
03
06
08
10
12
14
16
18
21
23
26
28
31

10:51
23:01
08:47
14:45
16:55
16:43
16:11
17:25
21:53
05:53
16:33
04:39
17:15
05:34

Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo

.
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